
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Astara Team is still in the battle despite difficulties 
Mixed fortunes for the two 01 Concepts on the second special stage 

 
 
Hail, 2nd January 2022. The Dakar Rally organizers complied with what they had warned at 
the finish line of yesterday's first special stage and for the second competitive day it had 
already prepared a whole main course. The 334 km run today against the clock contained 
such a number of difficulties in terms of navigation that practically no one managed to 
avoid getting lost at some point, with consequences of all kinds that affected the whole 
entry. 
 
It was about completing a loop special stage, starting and finishing in the surroundings of 
Hail, the rally's operational base located further north of the entire 2022 edition. The sand 
was again the main protagonist of the day, with some sections of stones not specially tricky. 
Under low temperatures, the participants left Hail in the morning without imagining that in 
just 50 kilometers of special stage they would already be going through a real challenge. 
 
And it is that at that point, a change of direction marked by the navigation instruments did 
not fit with the indications of the road book for most of the participants, who began endless 
back and forth to the same point without being able to find the ideal direction. Óscar 
Fuertes-Diego Vallejo did not escape the trouble, although at the wheel of their 01 Concept 
powered by e-fuel they managed to hit the marked route long before a good handful of 
their more direct rivals. This, together with the car's impeccable mechanical reliability and its 
efficiency on the sand, made them cross the finish line, which places them in the 32nd 
position of the general. 
 
However Jesús Calleja, Fuertes’ team mate, did not have a pleasant day, as a mechanical 
issue made him loose quite a lot of time. With his 01 Concept stopped with the transmission 
blocked, Calleja had to remain in the special and wait for a team assistance truck in the race, 
arriving at the bivouac late at night. 
 
Despite setbacks and navigation difficulties, the Astara Team will resume action tomorrow, 
where the first half of the marathon stage will take place. In it, the participants will not be 
able to receive assistance from their teams at the end of the day's special stage, and they 
must rebuild their cars with the means they take on board to undertake the next stage 
without the help of their mechanics. 
 
It will be a route between Hail and Al-Artawiyah where the organizers announce the 
appearance of the first dunes and where the teams will have to face a special stage of 339 
km. 
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